al sports,” Newpher said. An annual motocross event will not be returning since it required covering the field with tons of dirt. The stadium is going to require greater protection of the field for concerts and religious events than in the past.

Newpher has consulted with managers of other PAT fields to learn about specific maintenance needs. “We will be fertilizing and irrigating more than before,” said Newpher. “We plan to topdress more frequently with small amounts of sand instead of the heavy amounts we used to apply.”

The renovation work being directed by T. Herman Graves, Atlanta Stadium Authority manager, also includes new scoreboards, more advertising signage, new seating, waterproofing the entire structure and improving the parking lots.

NATURAL TURF LOSES TORONTO DOME DECISION

Despite the valiant efforts of the Toronto Blue Jay Fan Club and the local press to convince Stadium Corporation of Ontario to install natural turf in its new retractable dome stadium, the decision has been made to use artificial turf. “It boiled down to cost and versatility,” said Robert Hunter, vice president of operations for Stadium Corp.

The facility will be used for more than 100 days of non-sporting events according to Hunter. Covering or removing the natural turf for those events, in addition to artificially lighting the field when the dome is closed, proved too costly for natural turf to compete with artificial turf. “There is no guarantee that a natural field would work since many of the conditions are unique to the dome,” explained Hunter. All the extras necessary to grow and protect a natural field made it cost five times more than artificial over a 14-year period.

“We have listened to the concerns of players and fans regarding artificial turf,” said Hunter. The next step will be getting answers to these concerns from the manufacturers and installers of artificial surfaces. Hunter intends to build these solutions into the specifications before the job goes out for bid in July.

NEW PARTNER APPROVED FOR PHOENIX STADIUM PROJECT

A $150-million stadium in Phoenix, AZ, is back on track after a three-month delay caused by the withdrawal of one of the project developers last December. Metropolitan Structures West, Inc., a subsidiary of Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., has replaced the Kroh Brothers Development Co., of Kansas City, MO.

Metropolitan will act as co-managing partner with Martin Stone, owner of the Phoenix Firebirds. They will take the lead in completing negotiations with the city, and in continuing the development of the stadium mixed-use project. The Phoenix Stadium Development Group, headed by Stone, will be responsible for negotiations to bring a National Football League franchise and a Major League Baseball franchise to Phoenix.

METRODOME REPLACES ARTIFICIAL SURFACE

The six-year-old artificial turf surface at the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome in Bloomington, MN, has been replaced with an improved, softer surface from AstroTurf Industries, Inc. Steve Maki, head of physical operations at the facility, said the older surface, installed when the indoor stadium opened in 1981, was too hard and bouncy. Both the Minnesota Vikings and Twins wanted the old surface replaced.

The Twins were the first to use the new AstroTurf-8 field in April for their season opener against the Oakland A’s. Monsanto engineers changed the padding to provide a bounce and feel more like natural turf. Special non-directional blades were used for consistent ball bounce and greater surface resiliency. Portions of the field can be removed to accommodate special events, such as tractor pulls, concerts and the NCAA basketball playoffs.

GROUNDHOG’S FINEST...

TRENCHER

PROFESSIONALLY DESIGNED WITH THE USER IN MIND

Portable Trencher with Automatic Clutch quickly digs 34/2” trench to depth of 12”. Professional type Model T-4 is powerful, lightweight and equipped with pneumatic flotation tires, and 5 HP engine.

Designed for sprinkler installation it is also suited for underground cables and gas lines. It is built with the professional in mind, but because of its simplicity of controls, ease of operation and compact size it is well suited to the homeowner as well. The Ground Hog Trencher features oversize pneumatic tires, heavy duty steel fabrication, ball and timken bearings through-out, easily replaced hard faced blades and a screw conveyor to deposit cuttings at the side of the trench.

Carbide Tipped Blades Also Available

For further information write or call...

25010 E. 5th Street, PO. Box 290, San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 988-2616 or 1-800) 922-4680
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